
Iric Ramos, Principal Randy Kima, Assistant Principal

Office Team Hours Extensions
Principal Iric Ramos 42101
Asst. Principal Randy Klima 42102
Secretary Brenda Pena 7:00 – 3:30 42103
PEIMs Clerk Analia Gutierrez-Hernandez 7:30 – 4:00 42105
Attendance Clerk Brenda Gonzalez 7:00 – 3:30 42100
Counselor Stephanie Wick 42113
Nurse Amanda Brady 7:00 - 3:30 42104

Introduction

The purpose of this handbook is to define the procedures and expectations so everyone can do his/her
part in ensuring the success at Science Hall Elementary. Please read through the handbook carefully
and ask any questions for clarification purposes.  Please use the handbook as a helpful resource
throughout the year.

Code of Ethics and Standards for Texas Education

Current State Board of Educator Certification (SBEC) administrative rules require full investigation of
complaints referred to their office.  These complaints can come from a number of sources i.e.: parents,
community members, etc.  The area, which continues to be scrutinized most closely, is a violation of
the Code ofCIS Ethics.  Because of this, it is advisable that all educators be familiar with this document.
Please see BOARD Policy on the Hays CISD website.  Then, either type in “Code of Ethics” for search or
go to policy DH(E) and DH(L).

Beliefs/Vision/Mission Statement
Beliefs:

● Curriculum development should be an ongoing, collaborative effort among community,
educators, and students.  Its purpose is to provide a framework to ensure that children will have
the necessary skills to succeed in a changing, global community.

● All students of various learning rates and styles will learn when actively engaged in meaningful
instruction.

● The purpose of education is the development of life-long learners who are productive,
collaborative, self-motivated, and problem-solving citizens of good character.

● Students will strive to meet high expectations in an environment that is supportive, secure, and
stimulating.

● Effective instruction meets individual needs and is integrated, challenging, and relevant.
● Effective assessment is an authentic, on-going measure of individual growth using a variety of

techniques.

Motto: Rising to the challenge, every day, every way!
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Our Mission: We will achieve our personal best by striving to be lifelong learners in our school and
community.

Our Vision:

● We will meet ALL students’ individual needs to ensure academic progress.

● We will collaborate with our community and celebrate diversity.

● We will build a strong community culture

● We will engage and challenge students in meaningful ways to grow independent learners and

thinkers.

Hays CISD Policies and Procedures
All district policies can be found online at https://pol.tasb.org/Home/Index/621

Field Trips

District Field Trip Guidelines
● General Guidelines

○ All field trips taken during the instructional day must be related to the TEKS.  Principal
must approve all off-campus field trips in advance. Team leaders will give their team’s
recommendation for the year’s field trips to Principal.

■ Teachers must take a copy of each child’s emergency medical form.
■ Teachers must take a copy of each child’s AGR card to ensure emergency contact

and pick up information is available.
■ At least one teacher/sponsor per bus must have a cell phone for emergency

communication.
■ First aid kits and medications supplied by the campus nurse must be taken on

each trip.
● Number of Field Trips

○ One field trip per grade-level per year is allowed, given that adequate funding is
available.

● Distance/Travel Time Guidelines
○ Ample time for meeting learning objectives must be provided for students. Therefore,

travel time/distance must be considered in advance.
○ If the destination is over 100 miles away (one way), a request for approval must be

submitted to the Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction or designee.
○ Taking charter buses is an option to keep in mind when determining travel time/distance

needs.
○ Ample time is necessary to secure bus transportation.
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● Parents (Grandparents, Guardians, Homeroom Sponsors, etc.) Participation
○ No parents/guardians are allowed to ride on the bus.

■ Parents Must Complete a criminal history check in advance is the practice of the
district.

■ No siblings are allowed to ride the bus.
○ If siblings attend a field trip with a parent, that parent may not supervise a small group

of students.
● Leaving Field Trips with Parents

○ Although it is strongly discouraged, approved parents/guardians may check their child
out at the end of a field trip.

■ It is highly recommended that parents complete the necessary paperwork 24
hours in advance.

■ If a parent decides to take his/her child with him/her the day of the field trip, the
parent must check out the child by completing the necessary paperwork before
the child will be released.

○ Parents/guardians may only check out their child from field trips. They may not check
out/take any other child with them.

Teachers are responsible for informing parents as to when and where the trip will occur and soliciting
permission in writing from the parents.  We encourage short field trips that will provide real life
applications for our students.  Do not forget to let the cafeteria have advanced notice of a field trip and
any sack lunches that will be needed.  Please be sure that you take attendance before you leave on the
field trip.  Take a cell phone and give Angelica the telephone number for emergency purposes.

● All teachers must have an updated roster of students.  A copy of the roster must accompany the
teacher, as well as a copy for the bus driver and for any chaperone.  Student name badges with
student’s first name only are always a good idea. If you can arrange for all students to wear the
same color shirt, that is also very beneficial.

● Any medication that must be taken while on the field trip must be in the medication's original
container.  Detailed instructions must be followed for the child's medication.  The nurse will give
these instructions to the teacher before the students leave for the field trip.  Please notify the
nurse a day or two prior to the field trip.

● Copies of student emergency forms should accompany the teacher in case a medical emergency
occurs in which a child must go to the hospital.  If this occurs, the teacher should contact the
school.  An administrator will go to the hospital.

● In an Emergency; the teacher should go with the child to the hospital unless the parent is on the
trip with the class.  The teacher should give the child's emergency information sheet to the
ambulance medic.

● If a teacher must leave her class to go with the injured child, the teacher will give her student
list and emergency forms to another teacher.  The new teacher will be responsible for
rearranging the chaperones to account for the new group of students.

● When collecting money for a field trip, Principal Secretarymary’s taking care of the business
folder.

● It is recommended that, when possible, kids dress alike.
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Personal Liability
Teachers and staff are not normally held liable for incidents that occur at school.  The three situations
that employees can be held liable are:

1. Transporting a student in a personal vehicle.
2. Negligence, such as leaving students unattended and an accident or discipline issue occurs.
3. Physically disciplining a student severely.

Personal Use of Electronic Communications
Policy CQ, DH
Electronic communications include all forms of social media, such as text messaging, instant messaging,
electronic mail (email), web logs (blogs), wikis, electronic forums (chat rooms),

Hays CISD Employee Handbook 51 Revised August 2020 video-sharing websites (e.g., YouTube),
editorial comments posted on the Internet, and social network sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Instagram). Electronic communications also include all forms of telecommunication such as landlines,
cell phones, and web-based applications.

As role models for the district’s students, employees are responsible for their public conduct even
when they are not acting as district employees. Employees will be held to the same professional
standards in their public use of electronic communications as they are for any other public conduct. If
an employee’s use of electronic communications interferes with the employee’s ability to effectively
perform his or her job duties, the employee is subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination of employment. If an employee wishes to use a social network site or similar media for
personal purposes, the employee is responsible for the content on the employee’s page, including
content added by the employee, the employee’s friends, or members of the public who can access the
employee’s page, and for web links on the employee’s page. The employee is also responsible for
maintaining privacy settings appropriate to the content.

Safety
Every staff member needs to take all safety precautions while at school such as being careful not to
walk on wet floors, standing on student’s desks to mount something on the wall, etc.  If an accident
does occur, obtain an accident report (see the nurse) to complete and the Admin Team know what
happened. If you will be working late, please use good judgment and be safe while exiting the building.

Sexual Harassment
The federal government defines sexual harassment as, “unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature where such conduct has the purpose or
effect of creating an intimidating and hostile or offensive environment.”
This refers to interactions taking place, student-to-student, teacher-to-teacher, student-to-teacher or
teacher-to-student.  If any staff member observes or suspects this type of behavior, report it to Campus
Admin. Team.
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Sexual Abuse and Maltreatment of Children
The district has established a plan for addressing sexual abuse and other maltreatment of children,
which may be accessed at the district’s online compliance training site. Click the following link to access
SafeSchools at https://hayscisd-tx.safeschools.com/training/home. As an employee, it is important for
you to be aware of warning signs that could indicate a child may have been or is being sexually abused
or maltreated. Sexual abuse in the Texas Family Code is defined as any sexual conduct harmful to a
child’s mental, emotional, or physical welfare as well as a failure to make a reasonable effort to prevent
sexual conduct with a child. Maltreatment is defined as abuse or neglect. Anyone who suspects that a
child has been or may be abused or neglected has a legal responsibility under state law for reporting
the suspected abuse or neglect following the procedures described above in Reporting Suspected Child
Abuse.

Smoking on Campus/Grounds
Smoking on campus or anywhere on the grounds, including the parking lot, is prohibited.

504 and Special Education
Teachers of students receiving 504 or Special Education services should review the folders containing
information specific to the student qualifying criteria, and services/accommodations the student is to
receive. Teachers should review TEAMS and Eduphoria for special programs and plans associated with
special programs for which your students are designated to receive. SPED and Dyslexia teacher will
ensure you have the modifications for all of your special education and 504 students. Ensure you are
documenting implementation or services as per individualized SPED or 504 plan. If its implementation
isn’t documented it didn’t happen. You are required to provide modification documents to guest
teachers and evidence of implementation of 504 and Special Education accommodations. If you require
assistance or clarification regarding 504 or Special Education, please contact Mr. Klima.

Teacher/Staff Attendance
It is essential that you be at school on time in the mornings (7:10 a.m.).  If you have an emergency, call
or text the Admin Team prior to the start of the work day. When you arrive at school late, your whole
day is affected. Every staff member is “on duty” at 7:10 a.m.

Staff Absences are required to be reported in Smart Find Express. Make sure that you enter the
absence in Smart Find Express as soon as you know you will be out—do not wait until the morning of,
unless it is an emergency. For example; if you find yourself not feeling well in the later afternoon or
early evening, it is probably a good idea to call in and request a guest teacher, please remember the
longer you wait to request a guest teacher may result in your class not having coverage while you are
absent from work. When submitting an absence, ensure to include your morning duty post in the notes
so your Guest Teacher can know to cover your duty post. When emergencies occur outside of school
hours, contact the Admin Team. If an emergency occurs during the day, contact the admin team.
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Staff members will need to get approval from the Admin. Team in regards to leaving school early or to
miss a scheduled meeting (grade-level, cadre, faculty meeting, CLT).  Please do your best on scheduling
appointments after 4:00 and not on Wednesday afternoons.  If you are out for personal or school
business reasons and do not need a Guest Teacher you are still required to call into the SEMS system
and note the absences.

Prior approval must be obtained from the Admin. Team for personal days.  Please do this 3 complete
days before the requested date (72hrs). In Requesting personal days, please take into consideration
Fridays and Mondays are difficult to fill with Guest Teachers. Brenda will only arrange Guest Teachers
for school business absences. Staff attendance will be monitored closely by week, month and by
semester.

Personal days, according to Local DEC policy, cannot be taken during the first ten days or last ten days of
the school year or the day before or after a school holiday.

Transportation Changes for Students
All transportation changes need to be reported to the office no later than 2:00 p.m.
Parents must contact the office; they may not make arrangements directly with teachers. If a parent
contacts you to make changes, inform the parent they need to contact the office.

SHES Staff Guidelines
Admin Team
When Instructed to Notify the Admin. Team; call a member of the Admin. Team or send a group text to
all admin team. If sending a group text, ensure a member of the Admin. Team responded. Admin. Team
will coordinate to take care of each situation.

Announcements
Announcements will be made in the office at 7:25 a.m. Staff members who wish to have
announcements read need to submit their announcement on paper to the office in advance. Federal
and state legislation requires time to say the U.S. and Texas pledges and a moment of silence. We will
say them first in English and then in Spanish.

Abuse and/or Neglect of a Child
Texas Law states that everyone having cause to believe that a child’s physical or mental health or
welfare has been or may be affected by abuse or neglect must report the case to the Texas Department
of Family and Protective Services within 24 hours. To report, call 1-800-252-5400 or go online to
www.txabusehotline.org  Please visit with the counselor or an administrator if you need assistance.
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Custodial/Maintenance
Please help our custodians keep our campus beautiful and clean by having students pick up their own
materials and trash from the floor.
On a daily basis, have students do the following:

● Stack chairs off to the side (stacks of 5-10 chairs are preferred)
● Clear their desktop daily
● Clean pencil lead that falls from the pencil sharpener as soon as it happens
● Please be conscientious about taping materials to student desks or around the classroom, the

residue that is very difficult to remove and requires a great deal of time to clean

Any maintenance requests should be made through Brenda Pena. If the district has not addressed the
problem in several days, please bring it to the attention of the Admin. Team. Encourage students to pick
up trash they may see in the bathrooms or hallways.  We want students to take pride in our school!
Please take the time to show your appreciation to our custodians for their hard work and dedication in
keeping our school beautiful.

Employee Dress Code

All faculty and staff shall dress in a professional manner while on duty or when attending school

functions.  The professional appearance (which includes dress, accessories and other body

adornments, and grooming) of staff members not only reinforces our own shared vision of Science Hall

Elementary and our identity as highly motivated professionals working toward a common mission, but

also strengthens morale, sense of professionalism, dignity and self-worth.  Our dress also affects our

community's attitude towards Science Hall Elementary and the teaching profession in general; and,

directly and indirectly, the conduct, morale, and performance of our students.

Students: Refer to district student handbook for specifics on student dress code.

Duty Posts
Our number one priority is student safety. All staff members are required to be at their assigned duty
stations or classroom doors on time, and are actively monitoring all students at all times.

All classroom teachers should stand at their classroom door greeting students and monitoring both the
hallway and their classroom from 7:10 am-7:35 am. Help students get settled in the classroom as
necessary. Staff members who do not have a homeroom class will be assigned duty to morning and
afternoon duty.  Please see the duty schedule for assignments.

All staff members are required to be in classrooms or at duty spot no later than 7:10 a.m. each day. If
you need to leave earlier than the end of the duty day, please get approval from the Admin Team. and
sign out in the office. If you need to leave the campus during the day at lunch or at conference period
use the sign in & out document in the office. If leaving campus, coordinate with your team.
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Hallway Expectations
It is the responsibility of every staff member to ensure that students in the hallway transition quickly
and quietly maintaining safety expectations. Ensure to utilize stop signs.

Lost and Found
All lost items such as sweaters, lunchboxes, or backpacks will be placed in the hallway before the
cafeteria. All lost and found items not picked up by the end of the semester will be donated to goodwill
due to limited storage space. Students will need to check with the front office for lost jewelry or money.
Please ask students to label lunchboxes and backpacks.

Lounge/Workroom
The lounge is a place for you to relax.  We encourage you to eat in the lounge and visit with others.
Let’s create a positive school culture in all that we say and do. Note: Students are not allowed in the
workroom or lounge except for recycling purposes and must be monitored. Please be mindful to keep
the refrigerator, microwaves, and teacher lounge clean. If you make a mess in the lounge or workroom,
clean it up.  Please put things back where they belong.

Laminator: Turn it OFF when you are finished.  Please do NOT attempt to change the laminating film.
When the film is getting low and the white strip appears, notify Librarian.

All problems related to the copy machine need to be directed to the Principal Secretary. Please do not
try to fix a serious problem.  Please try to have your papers run in advance.  This will alleviate a great
deal of stress if the machine breaks down.  Be conservative with the amount of copying after the year
gets started.  DO NOT allow a student to use the copy machine, laminator, die-cut machine, or paper
cutter.  Keep personal copies to a minimum.

Please keep in mind the workroom/lounge is not a dumping ground for unwanted personal items. If
you wish to make something available for your co-workers please send an email to the campus
detailing what you are making available and you can make arrangements for pick-up or delivery. Such
items should not be brought to the workroom/lounge.

Mailboxes
Each teacher is assigned a mailbox in the workroom downstairs. Other staff members have mailboxes in
the downstairs workroom or in the office. All staff should check their boxes in the morning, at lunch,
and in the afternoon before leaving school.

Paychecks
The district encourages all staff members to have direct deposit of their checks, but please do not feel
that you have to do this.  Paychecks should be picked up from the Principal Secretary.  Paycheck stubs
will be placed in the teachers’ boxes.  Pay dates are on the 28th of each month.  If the 28th falls on a
weekend or holiday, paychecks will be available on the last attendance day before the pay date.
Summer paychecks will be mailed to your home.
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PTA
Participation in PTA is strongly encouraged for all staff. Let’s shoot for 100% staff membership. Only PTA
members will benefit from PTA contributions, such as supply reimbursements or materials if the PTA
budget permits.

Rainy Day Procedures
We will announce if Rainy Day procedures will be followed by 2:45 p.m. Be familiar with the procedures
and be prepared for a longer than usual dismissal time.  On rainy days, All professional personnel need
to stay on duty until released by campus administrators.

School Hours
Professional staff hours: 7:10 a.m. to 3:40 p.m.
Office hours: 7:10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. (all doors to office will be locked at that time)

Special Program/Events
Please note that our school-wide activities are successful if everyone helps.  If everyone helps, the task
is less of a burden to the individual coordinating the event.  Please help as needed! PTA will have a
separate schedule.

Staff – Administration Communication
“Sunrays” will be sent every Friday for the following week. It is each person’s responsibility to read it
carefully.  If you have a concern or problem that needs to be addressed, please don’t hesitate to talk to
the Admin Team. We are here to help and support you!

Visitors
Visitors to the school and to classes will not be permitted without checking in at the office first.
Teachers and students wishing to bring visitors to the classroom must make prior arrangements with
both the classroom teacher and an administrator.  Please let the office know when guest speakers will
visit your class and any assistance you may need with the process.

● All visitors will need to wear a visitor’s badge.  This will help you know that they have checked
into the office.

● Parents checking their child out of school sign them out in the office.
○ If Parents call you to inform; they are picking up their child early, inform them they will

need to call the office.
● Parents wishing to observe class must make prior arrangements with the teacher and obtain

approval from a campus administrator.
If you see any adults wandering around the building without a visitor badge; please notify the office so
an administrator can investigate.  Our utmost responsibility is the safety of our students and personnel.
All exterior doors will remain locked and secured at all times, please take your key with you when
exiting the building and do not for any reason leave a door propped open.
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Teacher-Specific Procedures
Activity Fund
Refer to Principal Secretary Taking Care of Business Folder

ARD meetings
1. Teachers should bring the following to the ARD: examples of student's work in various areas,

information from report cards/grade books, documentation of past strategies or modifications,
any specific concerns, pen, paper.

2. Teachers are encouraged to discuss the child's strengths first.  After strengths are reviewed, the
teacher should discuss the child's areas of concern.  Be sure to have work samples / behavior
checklists to support your concern.

a. Please keep in mind, this is not a parent-teacher conference.  Every effort will be made
to conduct ARDs within a 45-minute (the teacher’s planning period) time frame.

b. If parents want a more detailed review of their child’s progress, please encourage them
to schedule a conference.

3. We must remember that we are not medical doctors; therefore, we cannot diagnose or assume
a diagnosis.  Discuss the behavior and/or work samples, pointing out discrepancies, but do not
assume a diagnosis.

4. If you as a classroom teacher would like to suggest changes to a student’s IEP.  The first step is to
discuss it with the SPED teacher and arrange a staff meeting. Do not surprise everyone by
bringing it up for the first time at the ARD.

5. Remain positive at all times and remember that we are here to find the best educational setting
for the child.

Assessments (District & State)
Unit Assessments will be given at the end of each unit during the school year.  The main goal of these
assessments is to have solid data to meet learning needs. The assessments will allow us to make
instructional decisions based on test results and student progress. E

Bus Loading Procedures
Teams will work together to determine who will take car riders and who will take bus students. Car
riders will exit through the main hallway and bus riders will exit through the back of the building.
Teachers will walk bus riders through the bus loop ensuring students get on the correct bus. Extend A
Care students will be taken into the cafeteria after bus riders are dropped off at buses.  Ensure students
safely get on the correct bus they are to ride home. All staff will be assigned car, bus, or hallway duty.
All teachers who walk students to busses will need to be available until all buses depart the bus lane.

Note:  When you have a guest teacher, make sure you leave a detailed dismissal plan indicating
students who are car riders and students who are bus riders. Make sure to communicate that it is their
responsibility to ensure that each child is on the correct bus or car.
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Computer/Device Usage
Computers/Devices are instructional tools to be used to help enhance the curriculum or to help
students relate to a concept by using a different learning style. The computers in your classroom are for
your use and the students’ use.  All classroom computers need to be easily accessible for the students
and should be placed where you can see the screen when the students are working at the computer.
Teachers should monitor frequently as students use iPads and other devices to ensure appropriate
usage. Please print and copy responsibly and only print in color when necessary.

Daily Classroom Schedules
Finalize your daily schedule and ensure it is posted in Google Drive and on your classroom door. All
Schedules should detail whole group times, small group time, and when subjects are integrated.

Daily Student Attendance
Attendance records are the basis for the allocation of state funds to the district; therefore, it is
necessary for us to both encourage regular attendance by students and to maintain accurate
attendance records.  An attendance rate at or over 97.5% is our goal. Students arriving after 7:35 a.m.
will need to go directly to the office to receive a tardy slip before entering the classroom. Teachers
please support by making daily attendance calls or sending a dojo message to parents. Be sure to
share attendance information with Brenda Gonzalez you can also screen shot dojo messages and
send them to shes.attendance@hayscisd.net you may also forward emails to
shes.attendance@hayscisd.net. Document attendance checks in eduphoria. If you have student
attendance concerns contact campus administration.

Discipline/Rules/Referrals
Follow the HCISD Student Code of Conduct and theSHES Positive Behavior Intervention Support Model.
Referrals: Office referrals should be made only after you have followed the 3 step intervention process
and parent contacts have not resolved behavior issues. Automatic office referrals can be made if there
is a deliberate breach of the learning environment and/or safety. Office referrals should be directed to;
Refer to Office.

Eating/Drinking in the Classroom
Eating in the classroom will be allowed during a class break as long as the students are VERY careful
about throwing away the trash and not leaving food on the tables or floors. Ants can be a serious
problem.  Please ensure all students clean up after themselves  to ensure cleanliness.  Any candy,
cookies, or other food needs to be stored in an airtight container.  Having the food in its original
wrapping will not do.  Please encourage students to bring healthy snacks if you have a regular snack
time each day.  Soft drinks are not allowed by students in the classrooms except for designated class
parties. Water bottles are allowed and may be purchased in the cafeteria. Teachers may, at any time,
decide not to have food or water bottles brought if problems occur. Chewing gum is not allowed by
students. For teachers, coffee and soft drinks are allowed.
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Grading
See Hays CISD Grading Guides.Hays CISD Grading Guidelines
Further, posting of grades will be monitored, the deadline for progress reports and report cards will
also be monitored by the campus and the district.

Guest Teacher Folder
Our guest teachers are a very important part of our campus.  To ensure they have a successful day with
our students, they must be properly prepared.  Please develop a Guest Teacher folder, which should
include the items below. Guest Teacher folders will need to be turned in to Principal Secretary by
September 28th or sooner.

Guest Teacher folders need to include the following:
1. Staff roster to be updated monthly
2. Listing of any students with medical problems that need the teacher’s attention
3. Hall passes (nurse pass, library pass, bathroom pass, counselor pass, etc.)
4. Colleague who is a Go-To person if they have a question (make sure this person knows your

routines, etc.)
5. Classroom teacher’s schedule for week, ensure schedule is current
6. Classroom teacher’s seating chart to be updated monthly
7. Classroom teacher’s duty schedule (include lunch, specials, dismissal) to be updated monthly
8. Classroom teacher’s classroom roster to be updated monthly
9. How We Go Home list: Please make sure this is updated and kept current.

○ Please ensure the list of walkers/car riders is current each time you will be out.
10. Classroom teacher’s list of special needs students (special ed., 504, ADHD, asthmatic students)

and their accommodations. To be updated as accommodations change and students are added
with special needs.

11. Schedule for students leaving for pull-out services. Services To be updated as accommodations
change and students are added with special needs.

12. Emergency lesson plans (to be used only if there is absolutely no way to get current plans to
school.)

13. An information page that tells where to find the teacher’s textbook editions, student materials,
worksheets, answer keys, supplies and materials for instruction, crisis management plan,
behavior response chart, and any additional information needed to ensure a successful day for
your students. A positive note of special hints for your class, including a detailed comment
about everything that someone with little experience in a school would need (everything from
how students should line up to go to lunch, where the teacher should walk in the line, to
procedures used for going to the bathroom and a special thank you.
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Health Issues
Teachers are not to administer any medication to any child.  If you have reason to suspect that a child
has an ailment, please coordinate with the nurse or office personnel to care for the student or send the
student to the nurse’s office.  Make sure to check with the nurse at the beginning of the year for any
medical problems students on your roster may have i.e. hearing, vision, diabetes, etc.  If you notice a
child who is in need of clothes or school supplies, notify the Counselor Ms. Duran.  If you have a
problem finding a parent’s telephone number, see the nurse.

Homework
Homework should only be composed of material students are familiar with and not material that is
new to students. Do not assign homework on nights that school events are planned for SHES students
and parents. Keep documentation of the number of assignments completed for homework for each
nine weeks for supporting evidence when discussing student progress with parents.

It is encouraged that teachers utilize an incentive system that encompasses your homework policy.
Parent contact should be made after two days of students not completing homework. If parental
support is lacking after multiple attempts, please let one of the administrators know.
All students should participate in a nightly reading program.

Lesson Plans
All lesson plans should be completed by the end of the day Thursday and uploaded to the shared drive.

Schoology
● Schoology will continue as our Learning Management System
● Instructional resources and components from the Schoology Master Courses created last year

may still be utilized by teachers and students in a variety of ways (Blended Learning,
absent/quarantined students, etc.)

● Schoology Expectations:

PK-2 3-5

Required:
Weekly Overview

Recommended:
Posting of instructional resources
and assignments for students and
parents

Required:
Weekly Overview

Graded assignments

Recommended:
Posting of instructional resources
and assignments for students and
parents
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Parties
We will have a Winter Celebration, Valentine’s Day Party, and an end of year party.  If a parent chooses
to not allow their child to participate in a party, please make other arrangements for the child outside
of the classroom.  Unique ideas such as water play will first need to be approved by the Admin Team. If
a parent chooses to celebrate their child’s birthday during school, it must occur during the last 15
minutes of the day, all the children in the class must be included and parents should first visit with the
teacher to ensure there are no food allergies. Items must be store bought and in original store
packaging.

Pets in the Classroom
Prior to having an animal at school, you must first check with campus Admin., check for any known
student allergies from student health records or parents. Then, obtain clearance from the school nurse
and principal. Pets must be kept in cages or appropriate housing. There should NOT be any noticeable
odor from pets that are in your classroom for a prolonged period of time. Pets in the classroom should
not endanger or compromise the health of any students. Students should not handle pet(s) in class.
Ensuring students’ safety is our primary concern.

Printing/Copies
All teachers are expected to arrive daily ready to begin the day, teachers should not be in workrooms
making copies/printing prior to the start of the academic day. Teachers should only use the copiers in
the teacher work rooms. Teachers may not use the office copier prior to or during the academic day. In
an effort to minimize classroom disruption; during the academic day print outs must not be sent to the
Computer Labs.

Progress Reports:
Parents should be notified in writing of any student failures at the mid-point of the nine weeks, prior to
the 9-week report card.  A parent conference (either in person or on the phone) MUST be scheduled for
the parents of all students failing a subject during a nine-week reporting period.  Please keep a copy of
your request for a conference and a phone log of all communication with parents.  A progress report
will be sent home with every child for reading and math when their average is below 70.  Make sure
that the parent signs and returns it to you.

Purchases/Supplies
Refer to Principal Secretary Taking care of Business folder
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Response to Intervention (RtI)
Guidance on tiered interventions from the Texas Education Agency:

TIER 1:

CORE CLASS

CURRICULUM

TIER 2:

SMALL GROUP INTERVENTION

TIER 3:

INTENSIVE INTERVENTION

Focus All students Identified students with

marked difficulties who

have not responded to

Tier 1 efforts

Identified students with

marked difficulties who

have not responded to

Tier 1 and Tier 2 efforts

Program Scientific research- based

curriculum

and instruction

Specialized scientific

research-based

intervention

Individualized and responsive

intervention

Grouping As needed Homogeneous small group

instruction (1:5-

10)

Homogeneous small group

instruction (1:3)

Time *90 minutes per day

or more

*20-30 minutes per day

in small group in addition to

90 minutes of core

instruction

*50 minutes per day in

individual or small group

instruction in addition to

90 minutes of core instruction

Assessment Universal Screening at

beginning, middle,

and end of the academic

year (or

more often, if appropriate)

Weekly progress monitoring

on target

skill(s) to ensure adequate

progress and

learning

Weekly progress monitoring

on target

skill(s) to ensure adequate

progress and

learning

Interventionist General education teacher Determined by the school

(may be

classroom teacher,

specialized teacher,

external interventionist,

paraprofessional, etc.)

Determined by the school

(may be

classroom teacher, specialized

teacher,

external interventionist,

paraprofessional, etc.)

Setting General education classroom Appropriate setting in the

classroom or

outside the classroom

designated by the

school

Appropriate setting outside

the classroom

designated by the school
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Leaving Class
Teachers should NEVER leave students unattended for any reason. In the case of an emergency, please
notify the teacher next door and/or the office.

Teacher-Parent Communication;
Teachers are urged to communicate frequently with parents.  Postcards are available to send parents
good notes of what their child is doing.  It is strongly encouraged to send some sort of positive
communication home with every child once every  month.  Try to contact each parent during the first
couple of weeks.

The Admin Team must approve all written mass communication for the entire grade level or student
body.  Always, always have someone else proofread any written communication before sending it
home.  An important part of the T-TESS instrument is parent communication.  Don’t forget to keep your
parent phone log up to date and remember, “if it isn’t documented, it didn’t happen.”

A campus newsletter (“Sunrays”) will be published each nine-weeks and sent to our parents
electronically, and one copy distributed to each faculty member.  It will have an article from the
principal along with a short “blurb” or update from each grade level.  It will be in English and Spanish.
Read this with your students before sending home.

Telephone:
If a child is disrupting your class and keeping you from teaching, please don’t hesitate to call a parent
during your conference period or have the child speak to his/her parent.  It is important to have all of
your students’ phone numbers in your classroom.

*Please check your voicemail messages in the morning, during your planning period, and in the
afternoon before you leave each day and return phone calls within 24 hours.

Cell phones/email/text messaging/phone calls
Staff – Staff members should keep cell phones off or on silent during instructional time, meetings,
parent conferences and professional developments sessions. The office staff will forward phone
messages for staff members receiving phone calls to their school voicemail.  Please remember to check
your voicemail mailbox daily.  Phones are also available for your use in the lounge and workroom.
Teachers and staff are not permitted to leave their classrooms in order to make telephone calls unless
students are supervised by a staff member and the calls are school business. Please make your calls
during your conference period or lunch time.

Teachers may use cell phones or devices to message with parents before the duty day begins, during
conference periods, after school and during your lunch period if you choose to. Any messages received
during instructional time or while you are in charge of monitoring students will have to wait.
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Students – Students may use their personal electronics on campus with adult supervision and
permission. Cell phones must be out of sight and silenced in the classroom unless otherwise instructed.
Hays CISD Board Policy allows students to have a cell phone at school provided that the phone is used
responsibly. We encourage students to bring devices for DYOD and to observe Digital Citizenship
expectations, in this case students may only use their devices for instructional purposes when
granted permission by the teacher.

Videos:
District policy does not allow the viewing of any videos, unless they are directly related to the
curriculum (i.e. Reward Movies).  Our goal is to foster student achievement; therefore, we must
maximize instructional time.  It is for this reason that we must address the issue of videos in school for
rewards or entertainment purposes.

The following guidelines are for regular, special area, and special ed. classrooms:

1.) Any movie shown at Science Hall Elementary needs to be Rated G.
I will NOT usually approve the showing of a PG movie at SHES.  The PG Rating is not
suitable for a school setting.

The PG rating is defined as: a film that clearly needs to be examined or inquired into by parents
before they let their children attend...There may be some profanity in these films. There may be
some violence or brief partial nudity.

2.) Be aware that DISNEY movies CANNOT be shown at school NO MATTER the rating. Disney
requires schools and/or districts to purchase licenses to show movies and our campus/district has
not purchased this license.  Disney has been quite aggressive in litigating these matters and it is our
practice that NO DISNEY movies be shown unless the campus purchases the site license (which is of
significant expense).

3.) It is my preference that full length movies not be shown during the school day. Movie "clips" can
be shown but full-length movies should only be shown in rare circumstances. Movies should only be
shown at school to enhance and/or supplement the curriculum and in most cases a "clip" or "brief
chunk" from the movies can accomplish this effort.

4.) Discovery Education provides curriculum oriented clips and short videos. This is a subscription
service purchased by Hays CISD. For this and other subscription assistance see your tech team
member or librarian.
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